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A glossary can help you to find the meanings 
of words. The words are listed in alphabetical 
order. You can look up a word and read it in 
a sentence. Sometimes there is a picture.

What is a Glossary?
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Sample Entry

Glossary

C c
children
This ride is only for children. 

Main Entry

Letter

Sentence
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Aa
across
Mike walked across the bridge.

air
In the garden, the air smelled like flowers. 

along
The boys hiked along a river. 

always
Paul always arrives late. 

animal
An elephant 
is a big animal.

artists 
Artists are showing their paintings in the gym.

astronaut
An astronaut may travel to the moon.

across/astronaut
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athlete
The athlete was practicing for the big game.

Bb
ball
Alex hit the ball as far as she could.

bear
A bear likes to eat berries.

beautiful
Mary’s painting is beautiful.

been
The boys were dirty because they had been playing 
in the mud.

athlete/been
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better
Greg likes apples better than pears. 

bird
The bird sits on a branch.

build
We used bricks to build the house.

Cc
children
This ride is only for children.

better/children
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circle
Draw a circle to make the snowman’s head.

clues
The clues helped Jim solve the mystery.

color
My favorite color is yellow because it looks like 
the sun.

crowded
This playground is always crowded with kids. 

cub
A lion cub stays near its mother.

circle/cub
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Dd
disabilities
Her disabilities didn’t stop Miko from trying anything.

discovery
The scientist hopes to make a great discovery. 

discs 
The discs we threw flew through the air. 

Ee
early
Pete wakes us early in the morning. 

earth
The earth has many 
oceans and lakes.

enough
There was enough pizza for everyone.

disabilities/enough
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errand
Tom ran an errand for his mom. 

ever
Do not ever swim alone! 

eyes
This cat has yellow eyes.

Ff
father
Jack and his father are cooking dinner.

errand/father
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firm
The teacher is firm about the rules.

fooling
I was fooling when I said I had a pet lion.

from
I got a letter from my friend.

frozen 
It was so cold that the lake had frozen.  

Gg
glide
A toy plane can glide on air. 

goes
A train goes fast.

firm/goes
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gone
The pickles are all gone. 

grew
The little plant grew.

ground
Joe dug a hole in the ground. 

guess
I took a guess about what was in the box. 

Hh
head
I bumped my head. 

helmet
Keisha wears a helmet when she rides her bike.

gone/helmet
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Ii
insects 
All insects have six legs and three body parts.

instead
I chose the red shirt instead of the blue one.

interesting
I read an interesting book! 

invisible
The brown lizard is almost invisible on the sand. 

Ll
laugh
My friends tell jokes that make me laugh.

insects/laugh
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laughter
There is alot of laughter when we all play together.

learn
I learn to play the piano.

leave
Children leave the school at 3 o’clock. 

love
I love my pet.

laughter/love
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Mm
machine
A machine can help sew clothes. 

meadow
The meadow is full of flowers.

mother
My mother always braids my hair. 

motors
Motors helped the boats go faster.

Nn
never
I never go to sleep without a story. 

machine/never
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nothing
I bought nothing at the store. 

nursery
The new babies are in the nursery.

Oo
only
There was only one pencil left.

or
Do you want the big doll or the small one?

ordinary
On an ordinary day, Pam plays outside after school.

other
Sarah ran and the other kids walked. 

nothing/other
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Pp
part
Alex shared part of his sandwich. 

perhaps
Perhaps the sun will come out later.

place
The beach is a fun place! 

planet
Saturn is a planet with rings. 

part/planet
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protects
 A helmet protects your head when you are on your 
bike.

Rr
records
Lenny broke all the school’s records for attendance.

round
A wheel is round.

Ss
searching
We are searching for bugs in the woods. 

sculpture 
The artist used clay to make a sculpture.

protects/sculpture
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senses
You use your five senses to taste, smell, see, hear, 
and touch.

should
You should eat a good lunch.

shout
I shout when I’m happy! 

space
Rockets go into space.

structures
We made some funny structures from sticks. 

suddenly
Suddenly the room got dark.

supposed
I am supposed to go to bed early. 

senses/supposed
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Tt
table
We eat together at the table.

thought
He thought hard when he took the test. 

tiny
A kitten is tiny.

toppled
The blocks toppled over. 

table/toppled
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toward
He ran toward the store. 

try
Kids try hard to climb the rope.

Ww
weightless
It would be fun to be weightless for a day.

welcoming
She opened the door with a welcoming smile. 

wild
A wild animal finds its own food.

wreck
This old car is a wreck.

toward/wreck
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